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Abstract. In this paper we propose a multilingual extension for OnAIR which
is an ontology-aided information retrieval system applied to retrieve clips from
a video collection. The multilingual extension basically involves allowing the
user to search in several languages in a multilingual video collection. Particu-
larly, the pair of languages we work in this paper are English and Portuguese.
In order to perform query translation we use a statistical machine translation
approach. Our experiments show that the multilingual system is capable of
achieving almost the same quality of that obtained by the monolingual system.
Resumo. Neste trabalho, propomos uma extensa˜o multilingue para OnAir que
e´ um sistema de recuperac¸a˜o de informac¸a˜o auxiliado por uma ontologia. O
sistema e´ usado para recuperar clips de uma colec¸a˜o de vı´deos. A extensa˜o
multilingue permite ao usua´rio fazer buscas em duas lı´nguas em uma colec¸a˜o
de vı´deo multilingue. Particularmente, o par de lı´nguas que trabalhamos neste
artigo sa˜o Ingleˆs e Portugueˆs. Para realizar a conversa˜o de consulta, usamos
uma abordagem estatı´stica de traduc¸a˜o. As nossas experieˆncias mostraram que
o sistema multilingue e´ capaz de atingir quase a mesma qualidade do obtido
pelo sistema monolingue.
1. Introduction
The information society is generating a vast quantity of multilingual information. Re-
cently, there is a growing interest in looking for information in digital videos. Generally,
the user can save time, by avoiding to browse through hours of video in order to find the
information he is looking for. Additionally, these videos may be in a foreign language.
Although he may be able to understand the foreign language, he may not be able to for-
mulate a query. This is the application we are focusing on in this paper in the context
of the OnAIR (Ontology-Aided Information Retrieval) system. OnAIR, started in 2003,
intended to allow users to look for information in video fragments through queries in nat-
ural language. The idea is save the user from the time consuming experience of having to
browse through hours of video in order to find an answer for his questions.
The main contribution of this paper is the experimentation of concatenating a
state-of-the-art SMT system together with an IR retrieval system that uses ontologies.
This concatenation has been done for the Brazilian-Portuguese/English language pair and
it can be easily be extended to other pair of languages.
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The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Next section briefly explains
the related work in the area of Cross-language Information Retrieval. Section 3 describes
the OnAIR structure and architecture. Then, section 4 is dedicated to the OnAIR cross-
language extension. Finally, experiments and conclusions are reported in sections 5 and
6, respectively.
2. Related Work
The multilingual extension of OnAIR is basically a challenge of cross-language informa-
tion retrieval (CLIR). Given a query in a source language, the aim of CLIR is retrieving
related documents in a target language. (Oard and Diekema 1998) identified four types of
strategies for matching a query with a set of documents in the context of CLIR by: cog-
nate matching, document translation, query translation or interlingua techniques. From
these techniques the most used are the query translation and the interlingua techniques.
Query translation methods translate user queries to the language that the docu-
ments are written. It is the most popular approach in CLIR experimental systems due
to its tractability and convenience. CLIR through query translation methods has been
mainly faced by using dictionary-based (i.e. using machine-readable dictionaries, MRD),
machine translation (MT) and/or parallel texts techniques (Chen and Bao 2009). Among
the different machine translation techniques, we have the corpus-based techniques such
as statistical or example-based (Way and Gough 2005) and the rule-based techniques
(Forcada 2006). In this paper we are using one of the most popular approaches nowa-
days which is the standard phrase-based statistical machine translation (SMT) approach
(Koehn et al. 2007a).
Interlingua methods translate both documents and queries into a third repre-
sentation. The approach aims at associating related textual contents among different
languages by means of language-independent semantic representations. The conven-
tional interlingua-based CLIR approach uses latent semantic indexing (LSI) for con-
structing a multilingual vector-space representation of a given parallel document collec-
tion (Deerwester et al. 1990; Dumais et al. 1996; Chew and Abdelali 2007). Such a rep-
resentation is known to be noisy and sparse. That is why in order to obtain more efficient
vector-space representations, space reduction techniques such as latent semantic index-
ing and probabilistic latent semantic indexing (Hofmann 1999) are applied. The new
reduced-space dimensions are supposed to capture semantic relations among the words
and the documents in the collection. Recent approaches have achieved interesting results
by using regression canonical correlation analysis (an extension of canonical correlation
analysis) where one of the dimensions is fixed and demonstrate how it can be solved
efficiently (Rupnik and Shawe-Taylor 2008).
3. The OnAir system
OnAIR is in essence an information retrieval system which has been described in detail
in previous studies such as (Paz-Trillo et al. 2005). In this section we briefly describe the
most relevant characteristics of the system. First, we show how the information retrieval
is done and, second, we show how a monolingual ontology is used for query expansion.
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3.1. Information Retr ieval
OnAIR relies on the vector spacemodel (Baeza-Yatesand Ribeiro-Neto 1999)for infor-
mation retrieval. It wasbuilt to receive videosand keywordsor their transcriptions, with
timelinemarkers, as input, and to allow theusersto query for videoexcerptsusing natural
language. Whenauser query ispresented, OnAIR returnsalist of videoexcerptsthat best
answer theuser query.
Thevideo transcriptionsarepre-processed, using traditional IR techniques: stem-
ming and stopword removal, then thevector spacemodel isused for indexing and retriev-
ing. As usual in traditional IR systems, some additional techniques are needed to avoid
natural languagedifficulties likePolysemy and Synonymy.
3.2. Ontology descr iption
Ontologies are defined in general as an explicit specification for a conceptualization
(Gruber 1993). Asmainly used for Information Retrieval it can be seen as a set of con-
ceptsrelated by hierarchiesandother kind of properties in aspecific domain (Ding 2001).
Ontologieshavebeen commonly used in IR through query expansion and conceptual dis-
tancemeasures (Paz-Trillo et al. 2005).
A domain ontology related to the topics from thevideos isneeded to beable to do
thequery expansion. By definition, query expansion istheprocessof reformulatingaseed
query to improve retrieval performance in information retrieval operations. In particular,
thedomain ontology isused to measure theconceptual distanceamong seed query terms
and new ones.
4. Cross-lingual extension
In general, a statistical machine translation system relies on the translation of a source
languagesentences into atarget languagesentence tˆ. Amongall possible target language
sentences t wechoose theonewith thehighest probability, asshow in equation (1):
tˆ = argmax
t
[P (t|s)] (1)
= argmax
t
[P (t) P (s|t)] (2)
The probability decomposition shown in equation (2) is based on Bayes’ theo-
rem and it is known as the noisy channel approach to statistical machine translation
(Brown et al. 1990). It allows to model independently the target language model P (t)
and the source translation model P (s|t). The basic idea of this approach is to segment
the given source sentence s into segments of one or more words, then each source seg-
ment is translated and the target sentence is composed from these segment translations.
On theonehand, the translationmodel weightshow likely words in the foreign language
are translation of words in the source language; the languagemodel, on the other hand,
measures the fluency of hypothesis t. The search process is represented as the argmax
operation.
The translation model in the phrase-based approach (Koehn et al. 2003) is com-
posed of phrases. A phrase isapair of m sourcewordsand n target wordsextracted from
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a parallel sentence that belongs to a bilingual corpus. The parallel sentences have previ-
ously been aligned at theword level (Brown et al. 1993). Then, given aparallel sentence
aligned at the word level, phrases are extracted following the next criteria: we consider
the words that are consecutive in both source and target sides and which are consistent
with theword alignment. We consider a phrase is consistent with theword alignment if
no word inside the phrase is aligned with one word outside the phrase. Finally, phrase
translation probabilitiesareestimated as relative frequencies (Zenset al. 2002).
A language model assigns a probability to each target sentence. Standard lan-
guagemodelsarecomputed following then-gram strategy, which considerssequencesof
n words. In order to compute the probability of an n-gram, it is assumed that the proba-
bility of observing the ith word in the context history of the preceding i-1 words can be
approximated by the probability of observing it in the shortened context history of the
preceding n-1 words. Themain problem with thismodeling is that it assigns probability
zero to strings that have never seen before. One way to solve this problem is assigning
non-zero probabilities to sentences they have never seen before by means of smoothing
techniques (Kneser and Ney 1995).
A variation of the so-called noisy channel approach is the log-linear model
(Och and Ney 2002). It allows using several models or so-called features and to weight
them independently ascan beseen in equation (3):
tˆ = argmax
t
" MX
m= 1
λmhm(s, t)
#
(3)
This equation should be interpreted as a maximum-entropy framework and as a
generalization of equation (2) (Zenset al. 2002).
Most common additional features that are used in the maximum-entropy frame-
word (in addition to thestandard translation and languagemodel) are the lexical models,
the word bonus and the reordering model. The lexical models are particularly useful in
cases where the translation model may be sparse. For example, for phrases which may
have appeared few times the translation model probability may not be well estimated.
Then, the lexical modelsprovideaprobability amongwords(Brown et al. 1993) and they
canbecomputed in both directionssource-to-target and target-to-source. Theword bonus
is used to compensate the languagemodel which benefits shorter outputs. The reorder-
ing model is used to provide reordering between phrases. For example, the lexicalized
reordering model (Tillman 2004) classifies phrases by themovement they made relative
to the previous used phrase, i.e., for each phrase the model learns how likely it is fol-
lowed by the previous phrase (monotonous), swapped with it (swap) or not connected at
all (discontinuous).
The different features or models are optimized in the decoder following themin-
imum error rate procedure (Och 2003). This algorithm searches for weightsminimizing
agiven error measure, or, equivalently, maximizing agiven translationmetric. Thisalgo-
rithm enables theweights to be optimized so that the decoder produces the best transla-
tions (according to someautomatic metric and oneor more references) on adevelopment
set of parallel sentences.
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5. Evaluation Framework
Thissection introduces thedetailsof theevaluation framework. Wereport the translation
and the information retrieval system details including corpus statistics, a description of
how webuilt thesystemsand theevaluation details.
5.1. SMT data
Theparallel corpusused to train theSMT system is taken from theBrazilian-Portuguese-
English bilingual collectionsof theonline issueof thescientific newsBrazilianmagazine
REVISTA PESQUISA FAPESP(Aziz and Specia2011). Seestatistics in Table1.
PT-BR EN
Train Sentences 160k 160k
Words 4,1M 4,3M
Vocabulary 99,5k 74.7k
Development Sentences 1375 1375
Words 34.3k 37.6k
Vocabulary 6.8k 5.7k
Test Sentences 1608 1608
Words 36.8k 38.3k
Vocabulary 7.3k 6.2k
Table 1. Basic characteristics of the SMT experimental dataset.
5.2. IR data
For testing the information retrieval system in Portuguese-Brazilian weused avideo col-
lection compiled from interviews with Ana Teixeira, a Brazilian artist. The interviews
were made by Paula P. Braga, the domain expert and there have been used in previous
studiesas(Paz-Trillo et al. 2005). Theinterview wasdeveloped in thedomain of contem-
porary art and the system uses a domain ontology to expand queries with related terms.
To test the system, a battery of queries was synthesized both for English and Brazilian-
Portuguese. Statisticsof thesequeriesand thecorresponding documentsfor retrieving are
shown in Table2.
PT-BR EN
Query Number 50 50
Words 349 435
Vocabulary 155 145
Documents Number 48 -
Words 8.2k -
Vocabulary 2.4k -
Table 2. Basic characteristics of the query and documents dataset for the Ana
Teixerira videos.
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5.3. Translation system
In this paper, we use a system that combines the translation and the language model
together with the following additional feature functions: the word and the phrase bonus
and thesource-to-target and target-to-source lexiconmodel and thereorderingmodel. All
these featureshavebeen described in section 4.
Our translation systemwasbuilt using MOSES (Koehn et al. 2007b). Weused the
default MOSES parameters. Word alignment (built with the standard software GIZA++
(Och and Ney 2003)) was performed in both direction source-to-target and target-to-
source. These word alignments were merged by using the so-called symmetrization of
thegrow-diagonal-final-and which isasophisticated extension of thestandard union op-
eration (Koehn et al. 2005). For the translation model, we used phrases up to length 10.
Phrase probability is estimated including relative frequencies in both directions (source-
to-target and target-to-source), lexical weightsand phrasebonus. Thelexicalized reorder-
ing (Tillman 2004) is used to provide reordering accross sentences. The languagemodel
used a5-gramwith Kneser-Ney smoothing. Finally, theword bonuswasused to compen-
sate thepreferenceof the languagemodel for shorter outputs. All thesedifferent features
were combined in equation (3) and the optimization was done using MERT software
(Och 2003).
In order to evaluate the translation quality, we used BLEU (Bilingual Evaluation
Understudy) (Papineni et al. 2001) which isoneof themost popular SMT automatic eval-
uation metrics. BLEU usesamodified form of precision to comparea candidate transla-
tion against multiple reference translations. BLEU’s output is a number between 0 and
1. Thisvalue indicateshow similar thecandidate translation and reference textsare, with
valuescloser to 1 representingmoresimilar texts.
Weevaluated theSMT quality using in-domain and out-domain tests. The former
is the one corresponding to the REVISTA PESQUISA FAPESP as shown in Table 1.
Theout-domain test corresponds to thequeriesused to test thecompleteCLIR system as
shown in Table 2. Table 3 shows the results in terms of BLEU of the translation system
when evaluated in-domain and out-domain.
Test EN->PT-BR
In-domain 0.3649
Out-domain 0.1506
Table 3. Evaluation of the translation system in terms of BLEU.
Coherently with international evaluations such as WMT
(Callison-Burch et al. 2011), the out-domain test set has a lower performance than
the in-domain test set.
5.4. Compar ing IR and CLIR system’sper formance
Weperformed thefollowing experiments: two experimentsusing amonolingual informa-
tion retrieval, recovered frompreviouspublications(Paz-Trillo et al. 2005), andoneusing
across-lingual information system. Wedescribe thecorresponding systemsas follows:
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1. IR system: the original system analyzed was the system described in section
3, with two configurations: mono-keywords, which uses only the keywords
for retrieval and; mono-kw-fulltext-05 which uses the results of retrieval using
keywords and transcriptions, the best configuration for OnAIR as described in
(Paz-Trillo et al. 2005)
2. CLIR system (smt-kw-fulltext-05): this system is theconcatenation of thestatisti-
cal machine translation system described in theprevioussection and the informa-
tion retrieval system from thepoint above in this list.
Figure 1. F-measure for the systems analyzed.
Figure 1 shows the results of the f-measure run over the 50 queries analyzed in
our experiments in the three configurations presented above and the BLEU measure for
the translation of each query.
Surprisingly, experiments show that theCLIR system, for specific queries, is ca-
pable of outperforming the IR system. For these queries, the translation system uses a
moreadequateword, whichmeans that it would bepossible to usemachine translation to
performquery expansion. It would beinteresting to built theCLIR systemwith then-best
translations.
Figure 2 shows the f-measure in average for all systems that we experimented.
Here, weobserve that the f-measureof with respect to theCLIR system (smt-kw-fulltext-
05) is slightly worst than its comparable IR system (mono-kw-fulltext-05). However, in
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Figure 2. Average f-measure for the systems analyzed.
average, thef-measureusingSMT isnot highly affectedwhencompared to thebest mono-
lingual result.
Finally, Figure3 showssometranslation examples. It showstheinput to theCLIR
system (smt-kw-fulltext-05), the corresponding translation and the corresponding refer-
ence(i.e. the input of theIR system). Thetwo first examplesreport caseswheretheCLIR
system performsworse than the IR system (mono-kw-fulltext-05) in terms of f-measure.
The second two examples report cases where the CLIR system performs better than the
IR system in terms of f-measure. Coherently, in the first case, the translation shows a
poorer quality than in thesecond case.
6. Conclusionsand futurework
This paper has shown an ongoing work that generates a cross-lingual extension for the
OnAIR system, which is in essence an information retrieval system using ontologies to
expand queries. Thecross-lingual extension hasbeen doneusing astate-of-the-art statis-
tical machine translation system. Experimentsshow that thebest configuration for the IR
system uses the results of retrieval using keywordsand transcriptions. For theCLIR sys-
tem, wecan get competitive resultsusing astate-of-the-art statistical machine translation
system.
As further work, wewant to exploredifferent linguistic and statistical techniques
(focusing onmorphology and semantics) to beintroduced in thestate-of-the-art statistical
MT system in order to correctly translatequerieswhich areout-of-domain of the training
corpus. Also it would be interesting to useMT asaquery expansionmethod.
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INPUT: How did you becomean artist?
TRANSLATION: Como o senhor seum artista?
REFERENCE: Como voceˆ virou artista
INPUT: Do youmakeonly interventionsor also paintings, sculpture, etc?
TRANSLATION: O senhor faz apenas intervenc¸o˜esou tambe´m pinturas, esculturaetc?
REFERENCE: Voceˆ so´ faz intervenc¸o˜esou faz tambe´m pintura, escultura, etc?
INPUT: I loved hiswork.
TRANSLATION: Adorei seu trabalho.
REFERENCE: Adorei seu trabalho.
INPUT: Haveyou ever exposed abroad?
TRANSLATION: O senhor ja´ expostano exterior?
REFERENCE: Voceˆ ja´ expoˆsno exterior?
Figure 3. Translation examples.
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